
Focus Group Tasks/Questions - Results & Data

1.

Task

While recording your test, use the MagScanApp app to scan products that interest
you in your favorite magazine. Complete several fake purchases using the mock
credit card pre-uploaded into the app.

2.

Multiple Choice

Have you ever considered purchasing an item because it was featured in a fashion
magazine?
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3.

Multiple Choice

Do you believe the MagScanApp makes it more convenient to buy something you see
in the magazine?
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4.

Long Text Response

Please explain your answer above.

courtniw 2 days ago

If it were to have worked, I would have been able to buy the product without having to go
searching for it on its website. I think that is especially nice for someone looking to buy
multiple items from several different brands.

Nadine 2 days ago

The magazine tells you where to purchase the products from so it is not difficult to find them
and buy them. The process of scanning and saving and then buying through the app
(especially in the form it is in now) make it more hassle than it's worth

Stege1kl 2 days ago

I had technical difficulties so I can't fairly rate it, but I honestly think it would make it easier.

AllyBunny 2 days ago

If the app worked then yes the idea would make it very convenient just scanning the item
and bam you can buy it.

Kmhc 2 days ago

I don't usually purchase magazines, but when I do look at one I like to see all the different
products and I never knew where I could buy them and never bothered to look for them
(they're usually expensive products) but if I were a person who purchases magazines
regularly and has money to spend I would definitely use the app to do this. Most of my
purchases I do them online and in my cellphone, and being able to scan the actual item
instead of looking for hours for something that looks like the original item is a wonderful
idea.

riyad 2 days ago

It definitely makes it easier so I can see the price and then decide if I want to get it. It also
allows me to see where I can buy it so it simplifies the entire process
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Ariel Wilson 2 days ago

Its amazing becaus ei do not have to look at the product, and either do a google search on it,
or send in a mail order for it!, my card information is saved so that all i have to do is scan in
something that i love, and then tap the buy button. I don't think shopping through magazines
can get any easier than this since this app is just soo amazing and useful!.

Purelyxquisite 2 days ago

The app was very easy to use and convenient because all I had to do was scan the page. I
loved the feature of saving my info so didn't have to retype each time I found and item. And I
loved the speak feature.

Katie Shuman 2 days ago

It's much easier than having to search a product on Google. You don't have to go to your
laptop or even safari - you can just easily scan a product on the app and buy it immediately.

Kristina 2 days ago

Makes it very convient and finds the item for you with out having to search.

Christina 2 days ago

The quick scanner pics out the products on the page incredibly fast. I'm able to buy it within
seconds which is extremely convenient.

Sajang 2 days ago

automatic scan to find products. It was really simple to do.

Miranda Ramey 2 days ago

I think that having the ability to buy something right as you're looking at it in the magazine is
really efficient and smart, plus I think that more people will impulse-buy as a result of it which
will benefit the seller.

gapeach757 2 days ago

There are often times when I would like to buy products that I see in a magazine but don't
feel like going through the hassle of browsing each individual site that the products are on.
MagScanApp provides a more time efficient option for me to browse through the various
products.

Dayanis 2 days ago

It is really easy to just buy something you see straight from a magazine. And not having to go
out and find that product online or somewhere else. and end up maybe not even finding it.
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Alyssa 2 days ago

It is a very simple way to purchase exactly what you see, the moment you see it. In a way,
however, it could be too simple. I could see someone accidently purchasing an item very
easily.

Aggie1876 2 days ago

I think this app makes it easy to purchase things in the magazine because of the
convenience of being taken automatically to a site after a single picture. Also you do not
have to renter your personal information for each item which makes it faster.

whitleytrillbert 2 days ago

It's the fast and easy way to find the products you see and love in your favorite magazine.
Instead of typing in the website the magazine gives you, everything is right there in one easy
to use app

Manuela 2 days ago

It was really easy to use the app. It was nice to be able to scroll and just buy the item you
wanted because many times, it's hard to see where to find the item.

callievawser 2 days ago

It was so simple. Point, scan, click buy. I loved it! It saved the information and made it as easy
as scanning and clicking once to buy something. Everything was formatted simply to
understand.

mariekrupa 2 days ago

Often times when I see something like I intend to come back and look at it later to see where
I can buy it but often forget. MagScanApp makes it so I can purchase something right in that
moment rather than potentially forgetting about it.

chrissyD.0531 2 days ago

I think it sort of streamlines the entire process. With this app I wouldn't have to spend time on
google searching for the product I want. I can just scan the page and buy it directly through
the app which I find absolutely amazing actually.

iortiz 2 days ago

I think it's an exciting new way to purchase things. I'm always on the run so convenience is
key.
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Shiwill 2 days ago

Yes this app makes it very convenient because often times you can't find the item by just
searching for it online alone. This saves the consumer from having to call to order the item or
looking it up online. I love this app and it is fun to use.

Kanisorn 2 days ago

I'd say maybe because magazines like Cosmo has pages that advertise with prices and
places to buy already. However, depending on how well the app can recognise the items
and if it will recognise the right ones or similar in relations to brands and prices. It could be
because sometimes I see a model wear something that isn't advertise and I really want to
find. It takes hours to search and even then sometimes I cannot find.

Jneel1229 2 days ago

I LOVE this app! It is such a good idea. I've wanted to purchase things from magazines in the
past, but didn't want to have to search and look for it online. The fact that this is so fast,
simple and easy... Wow. I'll be spending a lot more money, that's for sure!

Nicole 2 days ago

Without the app, I would have to find it in stores or online and be looking for hours.

Jessmlynne 2 days ago

Allows me to just pull out my phone and scan the product rather than me having to visit the
specific web page with the product and having to search for it.

deadhead 2 days ago

Instead of having to go out of the way and look up the product on the manufacturer's
website, I can easily scan it and have it brought to me! It's a lot more convenient.

Melissa Burke 2 days ago

You just point at the picture and it finds the item for you.

juicykumquat 2 days ago

MagScanApp made it very convenient to buy things i saw in the magazine. Instead of
googling it and hoping i could find it, it kind of just brought it to me. Not even a hassle! It was
very quick, and easy to do.

Christianeex 2 days ago

The app was very fast and correctly showed the items on the page. Also, once the initial
payment information is entered, it takes only seconds to purchase an item.
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Huevese 2 days ago

I had some doubts but it's so convenient and super easy to find what you want. Right to the
point!

NaviaAriel 2 days ago

Being able to scan and instantly buy something makes searching for it a lot easier.

Mrm4k8 2 days ago

As I mentioned in my video, MagScanApp saves me the step of going online on my
computer or iPhone, going to a specific site, and finally finding the product to purchase. My
payment information is stored making it even simpler to make purchases (as opposed to
entering billing and shipping information on each manufacturer's website). The scanner
rapidly detects the image/products which makes it almost dangerously easy to make
purchases.

deleonfrances21 2 days ago

Easy to find exact item. Rather than having to scroll through entire store website.

Lauren 2 days ago

The purchasing interface was extremely easy to use. The scanning capability was superb
and worked even in windy conditions and in harsh light. The app provided clear, clean,
readable lists of all items on a page as well as their prices so that I could quickly see all
items, not just one or two at a time.

AlanaMcDaniel 2 days ago

I usually have other things on my mind when looking at a magazine (dr appt or waiting in line)
and typical forget all about what I wanted to purchase in the first place. With MagScanApp I
can scan and buy in a few clicks and be on my way!

nataliedesantis 2 days ago

Yes, it takes away the time it would normally take to either go to that store and find it, or sort
through all of the products online which would take forever. This app takes you right to the
item and saves a ton of time!

Sweet_and_petite 2 days ago

I think it would be nice to be able to use an app to purchase an item from a magazine. It is
quick and simple!
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HopeM 2 days ago

Oh yes definitely! It was such an easy way to purchase and with ease, I was able to make
several mock purchases. It can be quite scary, because it was so easy and the process to
order was fast!

rdb413 2 days ago

I think it does make it easier, however the magazines say what each item is so its not a hard
task to find it yourself... It does eliminate the process of googling though and if you purchase
frequently it definitely saves time with the speed of checkouts. Once your info is in, it's VERY
fast to buy.

Rebecca 2 days ago

It is so easy and user friendly. Instead of searching in a store and hoping it is in stock, you
can buy with one click.

kaylarworks 2 days ago

It's convenient because the items are literally a click away. I don't have to go search the
recesses of the Internet to find that cute pair of shorts that were slightly mislabeled and are
now beyond impossible to find.

rachaelk222 2 days ago

It definitely makes it more convenient. Usually when I'm looking in a magazine, I'll have to go
to the website, which is provided, but then I have the added task of searching for a top or
sunglasses that I don't know the name of. I love that it also supports Paypal which makes it
even faster for checkout than putting in my credit card since I often use it when shopping
online.

SarahMuzzin 2 days ago

Absolutely the app made it easier to purchase the items in the magazine. All I had to do was
put my phone over the magazine and i could purchase the item. The app worked very
quickly, the checkout process was easy, and the layout of the app was easy to use.

equinevet1994 2 days ago

I think that it is incredibly easy to make a purchase on the app, which makes it easy to also
find what you want.

Ashleyeting 2 days ago

It was so easy to just scan and buy
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Gabby 2 days ago

It's very convenient for the app to just pull up the item and you pay and its shipped. If
magazines had cheaper priced things I'd probably use it all the time.

EmmaSmiles 2 days ago

Buying what you want right when you read about it would be great. I love online shopping
because of the convenience. This would be that much more convenient. Plus making sure
you get exactly what they're featuring in the magazine.

Nikhita 2 days ago

It is a brilliant idea. When you look at something and like it, you can scan it and buy it and it is
on its way to you. That is convenient and effortless. The entire process is so quick. I even got
a confirmation email for the purchase! I wish you guys would buy me the bikini. :)

KeriMarie 2 days ago

It was so quick and easy! Once I entered my shipping/billing information it was saved for my
future purchases. As I said in the video, I kind of liked that you didn't put items in a shopping
cart, because when you do you end up racking up a total of $400 and then decide it's too
much money all together. It also doesn't require you to go to multiple websites/stores. I like
this better than say an app that would bring you to the clothing store's website.. that would
make it less convenient.

__alizabeth__ 2 days ago

It was really nice and easy to be able to scan the page and have all the products listed.
However, I wished the whole magazine could be scanned. For example, if I liked a model's
necklace, I would love to be able to scan an image of it and purchase it through the app.

eband2015 2 days ago

I absolutely love this idea. I rarely ever look up a product from a magazine to buy it and this
makes it so much more convenient. I would buy products much more often when reading.

emclark91 2 days ago

Absolutely. As I said in the video I recorded, when I went to the Guess website to find that
swimming suit, it took a solid 2 minutes. They didn't even offer a swimwear option to click on
so I spent a little extra time just trying to find what they didn't have. I ended up typing it in
and scrolled to about half way down the page before finding it. I also had searched for the
necklace from bebe.com on page 66 of Cosmo. Besides having to type the website into the
web address bar, I had to make 5 clicks (1 becasue it didn't take the first time) just to get to
the correct page that the necklace was on. I did find it pretty easily but being able to see it,
scan it and make 1 or 2 clicks to finalize the purchase is so much more convenient.
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SiriratSara 2 days ago

It makes it a lot easier and faster to find the products and to purchase it as opposed to find it
yourself and purchasing each item individually from its own website.

Bernyy94 2 days ago

It'll take you straight to the product. Instead of going to the website, that may not work on
mobile, and having to find it.

Bethany 2 days ago

With the Mobility app it was really easy to locate the product and buy it immediately. It
eliminated the endless searches and was a lot less stressful overall!

Maddymcneilly 2 days ago

MagScanApp makes it extremely easy and fun to buy things from the Cosmo magazine.

blovell 2 days ago

I thought it was extremely convenient. Instead of having to search for a product that you see
in a magazine in stores or online you can just scan the app. The app took barely any time, it
saved all my info so after the first purchase I didnt have to input any of that again, and it gave
all the details of every product without having to search for them on your own.

MichyFig 2 days ago

There are many times I see cute things I want in magazines, and I often forget what it is and
don't end up buying it. Personally, although many people do online shopping I do enjoy
looking at magazines for ideas for fashion and beauty. I even tried to cut things out and out it
on a board, but I have a hard time following through my purchases.

Sjhappy7 2 days ago

it basically takes out the middle step between seeing an item on the magazine page and
purchasing the actual item. We don't have to go to the website ourselves but rather just scan
it and purchase it right away. Definitely speeds up the process and saves time!

GS 2 days ago

It makes it super easy to buy stuff that we see in magazines. In a magazine if we like
something we have to look at the corresponding number and then look it up on internet and
try to find the exact same thing. The MagScanApp eliminates this step and takes directly to
product page.
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Sugarplum11 2 days ago

The app just simplifies the buying process. Instead of going to the website and having to
search the whole site for a product, all you do is scan the page and the products right there.

Alicia 2 days ago

This takes the looking out of the process... It's really nice to find something you like along
with things that are also really cool. I like the price comparisons and this was just a really
really easy, buyer friendly process!

sandersla 2 days ago

I think it cuts a few steps out of typing in a web address and finding the item on the site. I like
how the app also tells you if the product is out of stock or not.

Rgjoseph 2 days ago

I like that everything is done within the app. You don't have to go and search several
websites for a particuar item. It's very quick and easy to make purchases.

Kclyn01 2 days ago

I tried multiple tests on pages 66-72 of Cosmo as well as on products outside of the Cosmo
magazine to make sure that it wasn't the way the pages were reflecting. This app did not
scan a single product.

Smilefor1000Miles 2 days ago

It was a lot simpler than having to search for it in stores or on the internet

Heaven 2 days ago

It's often difficult to find the product online. The app takes all the work out of the purchase
for you.

JessicaLong92 2 days ago

The MagScanApp app made it super convenient to buy something from a magazine. I didn't
have to research the product and try to locate it amongst different websites. It was super
quick and saved a lot of time. The app really took the hassle out of purchasing something
you see in a magazine.

alexacburke 2 days ago

It's easier to scan the item you want then have to search for the item and try to find it.
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Jackiet 2 days ago

I didn't think it was easy to use or very clear. I couldn't see the item and then look at other
colors of it or see items that were sold out. I didn't feel like I got more information about the
product or knew what I was really getting.

Haleigh 2 days ago

I think it has potential to! I couldn't get the scanner to work right but provided it's working,
absolutely.

lcammiso 2 days ago

The app does not work. I tried several times to scan a product on the pages listed in the
instructions, but nothing picked up. It would have been quicker and easier for me to refer to
the item key next to the clothes and look them up myself.

5.

Multiple Choice

What is main value of using MagScanApp with your magazine?
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6.

Multiple Choice

How easy or difficult was the process of buying the products that you scanned (using
the fake credit card account already in the app)?

1  Very
difficult

2 3 4 5  Very
easy
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7.

Multiple Choice

Rate your overall user experience of using MagScanApp with your magazine:

1  Very poor 2 3 4 5  Excellent
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8.

Multiple Choice

What is the main feature you feel is missing in the app?
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9

Multiple Choice

How likely is it that you would recommend MagScanApp to a friend or colleague?

1  Not at all
likely

2 3 4 5 
Extremely
likely
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10.

Long Text Response

How would you explain the app to your friend/colleague? What features are you most
excited about, or what would need to change in order for you to recommend the app?

courtniw 2 days ago

It's an app that let's you buy the things you see in a magazine. You just scan the picture, and
then you can buy it in the app. I really like the idea of quickly being able to buy a product you
see, but I think that the app is lacking is what a lot of other online stores have such as a cart
feature and ratings and reviews. I think that adding more of those type of features would
make the user more comfortable. Unfortunately, both scanning and buying didn't go
smoothly for me, which is another really important thing.

Nadine 2 days ago

I would tell them that it is an app that allows you to take a picture or video of a product you
like which is then saved to the app allowing you to get more information about it and even
buy it

Stege1kl 2 days ago

I'm most excited about being able to see a product and purchase it right there. Especially
since hunting around for the right product can be difficult on other websites/ stores.

AllyBunny 2 days ago

I would need to try the app after it gets some work before I can recommend the app to
anyone. I need to see the features to see what I like and I can't do that with the existing app.

Kmhc 2 days ago

This app allows you to scan items you see in magazines and purchase them online. Is very
easy to use and accurate on their scans. It saves you a lot of time. If you have only dreamed
about having a magazine item now you can find way easier that trying to look it up online,
and purchase it.

I'm most excited about the potential of the app. I would love if you could do the comparisons
and would definitely use it if I can search for the original AND similar cheaper products.

If the app were to stay the same and not offer other options but only the products from the
magazine I would never use it. I don't purchase magazines and besides, I don't have that
much money to spend on clothes sadly. It would still be a great app and a great option to
buy online exactly what you're looking for, but I wouldn't use it.
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riyad 2 days ago

Excited about how easy it is to scan a product and have the price show up

Ariel Wilson 2 days ago

"Hey man, i see that you're eyeing that cute dress in that magazine there! there is an app
that makes it possible for you to just scan the page and insta buy it!, DO IT MAN, IT'S
AWSOME!" Haha This is how i talk to my friends . But in seriousness, for strangers i would
recommend the app to save time on picking the desired product and ordering it! Some of us
hate having to write our information down over and over for each magazine so having the
information saved on an app makes this a useful tool for just that.

Purelyxquisite 2 days ago

There is an app that lets you shop from magazines called Mobilbuy. It's really easy to use and
very convenient when online shopping. All you have to do is find an object or clothing in a
magazine and scan the page using your phone's camera, then the items are pulled up. It
makes it easy to shop from your favorite magazines.

Katie Shuman 2 days ago

I would explain to them that they can scan any product in a magazine and have it come up
immediately to purchase without the hassle of searching for it online.

kristina 2 days ago

An app that does all the work for you when you see something you must own in a magazine.

Christina 2 days ago

MagScanApp is an app to purchase products straight from magazines on your iphone. No
need to go hunting for the app elsewhere!

Excited about incorporating more products and pages into the app for a wider range of
shopping choices. Maybe clean up the app itself, visual-wise. The font and buttons are not
slim/minimlastic as I hoped it would be. Big letters, easy to read, very clean. I would
recommenced the app if it covered all types of magazines, not just one issue of one
magazine.

Sajang 2 days ago

fast purchasing. no need to search online for it. links directly to the magazine
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Miranda Ramey 2 days ago

I would say that MagScanApp allows you to buy the fashion that you see in magazines. By
scanning the clothing, MagScanApp finds that item and and allows you to buy it right through
the app, so you don't have to search through multiple sites to find one shirt.

gapeach757 2 days ago

I would tell a friend that MobilBuy is an app that allows you to quickly shop for items that you
see when browsing through a magazine. You scan the page of the magazine and it quickly
brings up the various products. You can obtain more information about the products and go
ahead and buy them from the app. For me to 100% recommend the app, I would need some
type of security assurance of my personal information.

Dayanis 2 days ago

It is really convenient and easy to buy something you like directly from the magazine you're
reading.

Alyssa 2 days ago

It's this really cool app where you can scan a page of a magazine, and shop for exactly what
you see on the page. I would change the multiple items at checkout situation.

Aggie1876 2 days ago

I would tell my friends about the incredible responsiveness and convenience of using this
app. But I would warn them about the lack of security so they would need to use this on an at
home wifi connection.

whitleytrillbert 2 days ago

I would describe it as your own personal shopper right in the comfort of your hand. It's quick,
simple and easy to use.

Manuela 2 days ago

It was really exciting how you could just scan an item and then buy it. Many times, we see
items on magazines or on tv that we want, but we are unsure of where to get it. It was nice to
be able to scan and purchase right from your phone!

callievawser 2 days ago

I would explain it by saying it's an app where you pint and scan any magazine if you see
something you like and you buy it, right then and there with only a few clicks. It's easy, fast,
and let's you buy products you could never find anywhere else! I'm most excited about the
possibility of using it with something other than magazines. And I would need more
information on the products such as reviews and comments to recommend the app.
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mariekrupa 2 days ago

I would explain the app as one where you can take a picture of something you like in a
magazine and within minutes it can be yours. Fashion from magazines is no longer limited to
models and just for looking at; regular girls reading the magazine can have it too.

chrissyD.0531 2 days ago

I'm most excited about how convenient it is. And I would explain it as a new avenue for
online shopping, I find it truly revolutionary

iortiz 2 days ago

It's like redlaser meets apple pay. In order to recommend the app, I'd need them to offer
some special coupons (or perks) for using the app/it needs to be available in other
languages.

Shiwill 2 days ago

There's this new app that allows you to scan items straight from your favorite magazine. Its
fast and easy and you get to stay on top of all the latest trends. Did i tell you how easy and
fast it was?

Kanisorn 2 days ago

It's an app to scan and find products - more for buying right now, but if has more options like
price comparison and brand info it'd be great.

Jneel1229 2 days ago

I would just say you can scan something from a magazine and it will let you purchase it on
your phone.

Nicole 2 days ago

I would tell them there is an app that allows you to scan products from magazines to
purchase and that it is easy to use.

Jessmlynne 2 days ago

It's an app that simplifies purchasing those awesome products in magazines and let's you
skip the searching process because it does it for you.

deadhead 2 days ago

I would explain it as an app that will literally scan a magazine, allow you to buy whatever you
choose, and send it right to your house! I'm most excited that everything can be done from
one app and I don't have to switch between any.
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Melissa Burke 2 days ago

This app is a easy way to buy products you see in a magaizine.

juicykumquat 2 days ago

Its a shopping app, but you scan the page of a magazine and it brings you to the 'store' so
you can purchase the items on the page. Once you enter your card you don't have to again.

Christianeex 2 days ago

The app can scan a magazine page or an advertisemen. Then, find every item online to
purchase. It scans quickly and the payment section is easy.

Huevese 2 days ago

I would say you don't need to look anything up and spend time trying the find the exact one.
You can just scan the page and buy it straight from there. Quick and easy shopping. You get
to shop while reading the magazine without forgetting the item you just saw.

NaviaAriel 2 days ago

It's an app that lets you buy those cute things in a magazine without all the searching. It's
really simple to use and makes shopping easier.

Mrm4k8 2 days ago

Describing the app to a friend, I would say all that is required to purchase is scanning the
product on whatever medium is available (magazine, TV, poster, etc.). Payment history is
conveniently stored, and it provides you with all the items in a magazine in one place.
Shopping couldn't be simpler. I'm excited that it takes out the extra effort of finding specific
products I'm interested in, one by one, online. Adding ratings or reviews would be the only
thing I would require to fully recommend the app.

Update I just noticed that the app sends email confirmations - excellent!!

deleonfrances21 2 days ago

Fast way to find an item in a magazine to purchase

Lauren 2 days ago

I would explain that it is like Pinterest but in real-time and with magazines. See something
you like, snap it, buy it, done. No more dog-earing pages and Googling things to see if they
are still for sale. Instant gratification and feedback. I am most excited about the page-
scanning technology; I just think it is so neat!
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AlanaMcDaniel 2 days ago

I would explain it to friends as an easy way to get items you see magazines right to your
door. Think about it, you see an actress pictured running errands in a cute dress in People
and a scan and a couple of clicks later it's headed your way. Next week you'll be running
errands in the same dress! Love the simple purchase feature and the sold out feature!

nataliedesantis 2 days ago

I would say it's an app that knows the magazines and quickly scans the page your on to
locate all of the products in a single vertical order. Everything on the page is shown with the
price and it takes less than 5 minutes to pick the item, the size and checkout. It is really quick
for when you're on the go and need to purchase something you saw you liked in the
magazine without having to go through page after page of the online store website.

Sweet_and_petite 2 days ago

I really like scanning products in magazines. I think it would be nice to have a variety of price
ranges available in the magazines.

HopeM 2 days ago

I would let them know how easy the app is and how I could purchase straight from the
magazine- it's amazing just by using an app to buy from a magazine itself! I am most excited
about being able to purchase with ease and choosing items as soon as I pick up the edition
of the magazine. I would definitely get in quick because some of the items were sold out! I
love the app and am excited for all the updates and changes you will make to it!

rdb413 2 days ago

I would explain it as a super quick way to purchase things you find in a magazine. You just
scan it and buy it, it takes less than a minute! I like the speed, but like I said before I would
just recommend more product information.

Rebecca 2 days ago

It is an app that scans advertised/featured products and allows you to buy with one click, and
the free shipping is an added bonus!

kaylarworks 2 days ago

It's like a QR scanner for products in the magazine. Scan the product and find out how to buy
it instantly
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rachaelk222 2 days ago

For other friends that like shopping and are magazine readers, I'd explain that it's a super
fast way to actually get the exact products you're seeing instead of seeking out ones that are
similar, or having to search on the website. It's just there for you. Something I'd change to
use the app more frequently would be some kind of a shipping speed guarantee (like
Amazon) if possible. And another thing I'd really like is seeing similar items if something was
sold out.

SarahMuzzin 2 days ago

I would tell my friends that I have this app that makes it really easy to buy things in the
magazine without having to search for them online. I'd tell them that the app is really simple
and easy to use and that they can find the items they want quick.

equinevet1994 2 days ago

I would explain it to them as being an easy way to order out of magazines, if expanded to
include more than just Cosmopolitan magazine.

Ashleyeting 2 days ago

If you see something in a magizine and you want to buy it, you just open the app and "scan"

Gabby 2 days ago

This app can find you items from magazines without the hassle.

I'm excited about the quick and easy search for must have items.

I would suggest maybe putting a cheaper alternative because a lot of the clothes and items
are quite expensive.

EmmaSmiles 2 days ago

"When you're reading a magazine and you see something you want, you scan it with this app
and you can buy it with one click"

Price comparisons and similar items.

Nikhita 2 days ago

I am excited about the fast interface and the idea itself. I already told 2 friends about it.
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KeriMarie 2 days ago

I would say that it's a great way to see something in a magazine and immediately buy it-
knowing it's in style, not having to search for it or something similar. I'm most excited about
the fact that the outfits are hand styled by the magazine's editors to look great together so
you know they are in style and look well together. As with anything that asks for your credit
card though I would need to make sure it's trustworthy though, so anyway to emphasize that
would be helpful.

__alizabeth__ 2 days ago

I was excited about the ease of the app. It made everything very accessible and easy to look
at. However, I would like payment options to be a bit easier to figure out. I would explain the
app as an app that makes it very easy to buy items from magazines.

eband2015 2 days ago

This app makes 'magazine shopping' come to life! If you see a product you love, you can
purchase it in 1 click!

emclark91 2 days ago

I would tell them that it makes purchasing recommended styles from a magazine much
easier and more convenient. Like I said above, if you make the app more friendly for the
entire magazine (or most of it), this would be an even more beneficial app for shoppers and
frequent magazine readers.

SiriratSara 2 days ago

I would tell them that it is an easy and quick way to purchase products from a magazine or
any other resource that they would like to buy from, but does not want to waste that time in
searching for each individual product.

Bernyy94 2 days ago

When you see something you like and don't know where to buy it ... Scan it and it'll find it
and you can buy it. Who doesn't have one of those moments??

Bethany 2 days ago

If I were to recommend this app to a friend I would describe it as a tool that allows you to
locate items in magazines for easy purchasing. I'm just excited about the overall concept.
With some of the changes that I mentioned previously, I would definitely recommend
MagScanApp.

Maddymcneilly 2 days ago

I would recommend the app to friends and tell them how easy it is for them to just scan and
buy
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blovell 2 days ago

MagScanApp is an app that you can use to easily purchase products you see in magazines
by simply scanning the products photo with your phone camera, choosing the products,
sizes, and specifics of the product, then inputing your payment information, and clicking a
button. It is an extremely simple and convenient way to purchase or even just get more
information about products you see in magazines without having to search for the product
and research on your own. I am really excited about the product information features, but I
wish there were more personal customer reviews and information on how the app itself
works.

MichyFig 2 days ago

This is a great idea, but it comes at a time that print media is not as popular as it was before. I
would tell my friends about the app, but I don't know many friends that read magazines like
myself. There has been times where I am watching a show or a movie and I want to buy a
similar shirt, a dress, a bag, etc. Perhaps that can be something to look into since there are
millions of people streaming shows.

Sjhappy7 2 days ago

It makes shopping easy if you want an item that you're seeing and you're ready to purchase
it instead of having to search for it through the actual item's website, since I personally know
how tedious that can get trying to search for an item. Definitely excited about the ease of
purchasing the item, but I would add more information regarding where we can find
shipping/tracking info and definitely make customer service/chat support easily seen in the
app because that gives the purchaser a sense of trust/security that their purchase is not only
processed but there will be someone they can reach out to if any problems arise.

GS 2 days ago

I am attracted by its simple ability to scan a product and just but it in a matter of minutes...that
is its main selling point. I would like the interface design to change to make it more fashion
forward or design minded looking so that it feels up and coming, new age app. There are
many fashion online shopping apps like Spring, Zara that are good examples. However,
many people don't look through magazines anymore since everything is already online so
that's a concern.

Sugarplum11 2 days ago

I would be straight up.

You scan a page of a magazine that has a product you want to buy and and then enter your
info and you have bought. So easy, so fast, so worth it.

Alicia 2 days ago

Honestly my only complaint is that this is not available for more items! I would tell my friends
hey there is this great app where you can find an item you like and purchase it on the spot!
This is a great concept and I had sooooo much fun using the app!
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sandersla 2 days ago

I would explain the app as one you can scan a Cosmo style spread of easily find where to
purchase the product.

Rgjoseph 2 days ago

The app makes magazine shopping a breeze. You can literally purchase things right off the
style page.

Kclyn01 2 days ago

If the scanning portion functioned properly, I would recommend it to my magazine reading
friends, the idea of a product picture lookup is very exciting.

Smilefor1000Miles 2 days ago

It's this cool and simple app that lets you online shop by just holding your phone over a
magazine! What a cool idea!

Heaven 2 days ago

I would explain that the app can scan things straight off the page and find them for you
online. That's my favorite feature. I would be more likely to recommend the app if it had a
shopping cart and recognized more items.

JessicaLong92 2 days ago

I would tell my friend that there is this new app that allows you to quickly scan items you are
interested in purchasing that you see in a magazine. It then shows you the product, what
sizes they have in stock, and the price. It is really hassle-free and makes it super easy to
locate an item. I am very excited to use this to quickly find an item I liked in an magazine and
thought about purchasing!

alexacburke 2 days ago

A easier way to purchase items that you see in a magazine.

Jackiet 2 days ago

In order for me to recommend the app, you need to be able to scan one item at a time, not
sift through a list of all the items on the page. There would also need to be a way that you
could save an item to reference later, maybe after you finished the magazine to decide the
pieces you want to buy.
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Haleigh 2 days ago

I would explain it as an app where you scan an item of clothing in a magazine and then are
able to easily buy it. I would love if this app worked with things like movie posters or pictures,
too. Most of what I find in Cosmo is easily found, but an shirt or something from a random
photo might not be easily found!

lcammiso 2 days ago

I would not explain the app to a friend or colleague because I did not experience the app
fully
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